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Abstract: The objective of this study was to evaluate, by finite element analysis (FEA), the influence of different margin designs on the stress distribution in teeth prepared for cast metal crowns. Three margin designs were taken into consideration: shoulder, chamfer, and shoulderless. For each kind of preparation three dimensional finite element analyses were initiated. Maximal equivalent stresses were calculated and stress patterns were represented in order to compare the marginal designs. Maximal stress values were similar for all preparation types and in all cases they were recorded under the preparation line. Within the limitation of this study, the chamfer margin preparations of the teeth are preferred for cast metal crowns from biomechanical point of view.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The incomplete fit of full cast crown restorations remains a critical problem for dentists, leading many researchers to study this problem (Olivera & Saito, 2006).

Marginal and internal accuracy of fit is valued as one of the most important criteria for the clinical quality and success of complete crowns (Bindl & Mormann, 2005).

The geometry of tooth preparation has been the subject of many debates without clear evidence that one type of tooth preparation or method of fabrication provides consistently superior marginal fit (Ayad, 2009).

Traditional tooth preparation margin designs are still advised by most manufacturers for indirect restorations (Tsitrou & van Noort, 2008). Mainly five margin designs are used: shoulderless, chamfer, shoulder, sloped shoulder and shoulder with bevel.

Although they are conservative for tooth structure, shoulderless crown preparations should be avoided because they fail to provide adequate bulk at the margins. Overcontoured restorations often result from shoulderless preparations. Under most circumstances, these kinds of margins are unacceptable.

A chamfer margin is particularly suitable for cast metal crowns. It is distinct and easily identified, provides space for adequate bulk of material, although care is needed to avoid leaving a ledge of unsupported enamel.

Shoulder margins always offer space for the crown material. It should form a 90 degree angle with the unprepared tooth surface.

It was also found that margin design is a determining factor in establishing the extent of the minimal preparation for a cast metal crown (Tsitrou & van Noort, 2008).

The shoulder preparation emerged as the recommended preparation design from both mechanical and periodontal points of view. As for a less invasive preparation design, the slight chamfer preparation would be the recommended option (Beuer et al., 2008).

Beside the described advantages and disadvantages of different margin designs for complete crown preparations, they influence the stress distribution in the prepared teeth. Load-bearing capacity is a further a crucial factor influencing the clinical long-term reliability of crowns (Kohorst et al., 2009).

Knowledge of factors, which influence stress and its distribution, is of key importance to the successful production of durable restorations (De Jager et al., 2005).

2. AIM

The objective of this study was to evaluate, by finite element analysis (FEA), the influence of different margin designs on the stress distribution in teeth prepared for cast metal crowns.

3. MATERIALS AND METHOD

To evaluate the influence margin design on stresses in the prepared teeth for complete cast crowns, a pilot study was achieved. Experimental models were created to simulate the simplified geometry of the prepared crowns.

Three margin designs were taken into consideration: shoulderless, chamfer, and shoulder. These preparations were covered with simplified crowns to simulate la physiologic loading conditions. A load of 5N was applied on the occlusal surface of the simplified crown.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This study was a preliminary evaluation of three margin preparation designs proposed for cast metal crowns. The values of the maximal equivalent stress were higher for the shoulder (Fig. 1). Regarding the distribution the maximal values, they are located under the preparation line.
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For the other type of margin designs: chamfer, and shoulderless, the values of the maximal stresses were smaller (Tab. 1). They were located also under the preparation line (Fig. 2, 3). This is a favorable aspect because the stresses are not in the luting agent areas. This avoids being an additional factor for cement washout.

Chamfer preparations are the most favorable from this point of view. The stress patterns that lead to stresses at the junction of the teeth with the restorations are smaller.

Regarding the stress distribution, the largest area is present for the shoulder preparation, followed by the shoulderless preparation. Shoulder is less favorable only from stress distribution point of view. Maximal stress values were similar for all preparation types and in all cases they were recorded under the preparation line. This is a favorable aspect because the stresses are not in the luting agent areas and avoids being an additional factor for cement washout. Further research could correlate these results with other points of view regarding the preparation design.

6. CONCLUSION

Within the limitations of the present study, the chamfer preparation emerged as the recommended preparation design from biomechanical point of view. Regarding stress distribution, it is followed by the shoulderless preparation. Shoulder is less favorable only from stress distribution point of view.

Maximal stress values were similar for all preparation types and in all cases they were recorded under the preparation line. This is a favorable aspect because the stresses are not in the luting agent areas and avoids being an additional factor for cement washout. Further research could correlate these results with other points of view regarding the preparation design.
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